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 Michael Freeman

 Genocide, civilization and modernity

 ABSTRACT

 The intention of this paper is to vindicate the historical sociology of
 genocide. This project demonstrates important continuities as well
 as discontinuities in the history of genocide. These findings call into
 question the thesis of Zygmunt Bauman that the modernity of the
 Holocaust challenges orthodox approaches to the sociology of
 morality and politics. While the Holocaust undoubtedly manifested
 distinctive features of modern society, it also reproduced ancient
 motivational and structural sources of genocide. What follows from
 this analysis is not, as Bauman argues, a radical critique of modern
 civilization, but a clearer view of the interrelations between the
 constructive and destructive features of all civilizations. If modern-
 ity produced the Holocaust, it also produced the sociological and
 moral critique of genocide.

 Today, more than at any other time, the Holocaust is not a private
 property (if it ever was one); not of its perpetrators, to be punished
 for; not of its direct victims, to ask for special sympathy, favours or
 indulgence on account of past sufferings; and not of its witnesses, to
 seek redemption or certificates of innocence. The present-day signifi-
 cance of the Holocaust is the lesson it contains for the whole of humanity.
 (Bauman 1989: 206)l

 1. MODERNITY AND GENOCIDE

 Sociological analysis of the Holocaust, Zygmunt Bauman has argued,
 calls into question central beliefs of the sociology of morality and of
 politics. Orthodox sociology, he holds, proposes that social institutions
 produce and maintain moral behaviour. On this view, society is a
 humanizing and moralizing device, and, if immoral behaviour is other
 than marginal ('deviant'), this is to be explained as an effect of the
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 malfunctioning of normal social processes. In contrast, Bauman
 suggests that human relations spontaneously generate moral drives
 and that modern societal organization weakens their constraining
 power. Society therefore makes immoral conduct more, rather than
 less, likely. Modern culture promotes the myth that a world without
 modern knowledge and institutions would be a Hobbesian war of all
 against all, but this myth is part of the self-legitimating ideology of the
 modern bureaucratic state. What this ideology conceives of and
 presents as savagery to be tamed and suppressed is a moral drive that
 the civilizing process has set out to neutralize and to replace with the
 controlling processes of the new structures of domination and
 oppression (Bauman 1989: 198-9).
 At the heart of this error about morality and modern society is a
 mistaken analysis of 'civilization'. Sociologists have thought of the
 civilizing process as having two main components: firstly, the sup-
 pression of irrational and anti-social drives, and, secondly, the gradual
 but relentless elimination of violence from social life, or, more
 precisely, the concentration of violence under the control of the state,
 where it is used to guard the perimeters of the national community
 and the conditions of social order. These two components form a
 conception of the modern, civilized society as a moral force; as a
 system of institutions that impose a normative order which safeguards
 social peace and individual security that were poorly defended in
 pre-civilized settings. This conception, he suggests, is not false, but it is
 one-sided, for it diverts our attention from the persistence of the
 alternative, destructive potential of the civilizing process (Bauman
 1989: 28).
 The most important lesson of the Holocaust, Bauman argues, is that
 its perpetrators were civilized. They were not insane, but well educated
 men. It is not the Holocaust that is difficult to understand. Rather, it is
 our western civilization which the Holocaust makes it difficult to
 understand. When the leaders of modern state bureaucracies bear
 grand designs and are emancipated from social constraints, we have
 the recipe for genocide. The design legitimates genocide. The state
 bureaucracy is its instrument. The paralysis of society encourages it.
 The conditions propitious to the perpetration of genocide are thus
 special, yet not exceptional. They are neither immanent in nor alien to
 modern society. In relation to modernity genocide is neither abnor-
 mal nor a case of malfunction. It demonstrates what the rationalizing,
 engineering tendency of modernity is capable of if not checked and
 mitigated by the pluralism of social powers. The modern ideal of the
 purposefully designed, fully controlled and conflict-free society is
 therefore potentially genocidal (Bauman 1989: 83A, 114).

 This is a forceful critique of modernity based upon a powerful
 analysis of the Holocaust. It is, however, misleading in three ways
 precisely because it is based upon the case of the Holocaust. Firstly,
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 although Bauman is correct to associate genocide with the process of 209
 civilization, he is incorrect to equate civilization with modernity.
 Secondly, although he is correct to associate genocide with the
 bureaucratic state and the incapacity of civil society to constrain the
 state, he overlooks the association between genocide and warfare.
 Thirdly, although he draws correct and important lessons from the
 Holocaust about the dangers inherent in modern society, in concen-
 trating his attention on a single, albeit exceptionally important case of
 genocide, and by associating it with problems of modernity, he misses
 other important lessons of the Holocaust. These lessons are to be
 learned from what was not modern in that genocide. They require us
 to do what Bauman does not: to locate the Holocaust in the more
 general theoretical consideration of genocide.

 2. THE SOCIOLOGY OF GENOCIDE

 'Genocide' has become a common term of contemporary political
 discourse. It was coined in 1944 by Raphael Lemkin, a Polish jurist.
 Contrary to a widely-held belief, Lemkin did not develop the concept
 in order to comprehend the event we now know as 'the Holocaust'. His
 purpose was to document German war crimes. He came to the view
 that these crimes were so barbarous that they went beyond the acts that
 had been rendered criminal by the framers of the relevant inter-
 national law. This body of law assumed that war was fought between
 states. However, the German state, under the influence of Nazi
 ideology, was waging war against nations. It was for this project that
 Lemkin coined the term 'genocide'. The original conception of
 'genocide', therefore, was that of the waging of war by a state in order
 to destroy nations (Lemkin 1944).

 In proposing this new concept, Lemkin made explicit two important
 assumptions. The first was that, although the Nazi genocidal pro-
 gramme was unprecedented in the way it applied modern technology
 and forms of organization to the goal of nation-murder, 'genocide'
 was a generic concept: there had been many genocides throughout
 history. Lemkin's primary concern was with the international law of
 war and the underlying moral principles of just-war theory. Genocide
 was the extreme form of unjust war, the war of national extermi-
 nation. He held 'genocide' to be a generic concept because he believed
 that wars of national extermination had occurred throughout history.

 Lemkin's second assumption about genocide was that the Nazi case
 constituted a reversion to barbarism. This assumption presupposed a
 particular conception of history. According to Lemkin, once there was
 barbarism, consisting of tribal wars of extermination. Then there was
 gradual progress towards civilization, manifested particularly in the
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 international law of war. The regulation of war to prevent unnecess-
 ary suffering and, in particular, to protect civilian populations, was a
 special achievement of civilized states. It was in this specific sense that
 Nazism was a reversion to barbarism, notwithstanding (indeed in part
 by means ofl its use of modern methods.
 It is this view of history that Bauman has challenged. For him, the
 Holocaust was not a reversion from civilization to barbarism, but the
 manifestation of certain properties of civilization itself. Bauman and
 Lemkin agree that the Holocaust used modern organization to carry
 out genocide. Bauman, however, sees the Holocaust as an expression
 of the characteristically modern 'engineering' project of social control,
 while Lemkin saw it as a reversion to an unregulated form of tribal
 warfare. The difference between Bauman and Lemkin is one of level
 of analysis. Bauman interprets modernity in terms of a certain type of
 state-society relation in which the state regulates but is unregulated by
 society. Lemkin viewed modernity in terms of the regulation of the
 relations among states with the aim of maintaining peace and the
 security of civilian populations. Bauman regards this view as not false
 but one-sided. Bauman and Lemkin both see two sides to modernity-
 the regulatory and the destructive - but, while Bauman considers the
 latter to be equally a feature of civilization and modernity, Lemkin
 treats it as a reversion to ancient barbarism. We shall see that Bauman
 is right about the civilization thesis and Lemkin is right about the
 reversion thesis. Lemkin could not see what Bauman correctly
 emphasizes: the modernity of Nazism. Bauman underemphasizes
 what for Lemkin was of the first importance: the humanizing
 aspirations of such characteristically modern institutions as inter-
 national law.
 While Bauman locates the problem of the Holocaust in the context

 of civilization and the modern state, Lemkin placed the concept of
 genocide in the framework of inter-state military relations and the
 rebellion of the Nazis against the civilizing restraints of international
 law. The problem of 'genocide' for sociology has, however, been
 confused by the later career of the concept. In 1948 the United
 Nations adopted its Convention on Genocide and thereby dissociated
 genocide from its original military context. According to the UN
 definition genocide consists of various harmful acts 'committed with
 intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or
 religious group, as such' (Kuper 1981: 210). Although the term had
 been used even before the adoption of the UN Convention by
 nationalists from the Baltic states to describe and condemn the
 annexation of their homelands by the USSR, it did not enter popular
 political discourse until it was employed in the 1960s by critics of the
 US intervention in Vietnam. These uses followed Lemkin's original
 conception in that they referred to destructive acts of war directed at
 civilian populations. If they seemed hyperbolic, the fault lay not only
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 in the common inclination of political activists to exaggerate but in the
 imprecision of the definitions proposed both by Lemkin and the UN.
 For, although Lemkin had equated genocide with wars of extermi-
 nation, he treated as genocide any systematic policy designed to
 undermine the way of life of a people. And the UN, by defining
 genocide as harmful action intended to destroy a group 'in part', also
 licensed its use for projects that fell well short of extermination. Once
 launched, the concept was impossible to regulate. All sorts of actions
 that were either very harmful, or targetted against distinct groups, or
 both, might be called 'genocide'. The term quite lost its original
 relative specificity as the war of national extermination. It came to be
 applied to a wide range of social problems, including AIDS, drugs and
 free-market economics.2

 As the concept of 'genocide' was tossed around in the rough and
 tumble of political polemics, it began to attract the attention of
 sociologists.3 Unfortunately, they have not solved but have rather
 aggravated the problems of definition and conceptualization. They
 have produced diverse definitions, typologies and even some proto-
 theories, but little consensus on what genocide is, which events are
 cases of genocide, nor how such cases should be studied. In this
 confused situation, there is a case for going back to basics. Lemkin was
 a lawyer, not a sociologist. Nevertheless it was he who introduced the
 term into politico-legal discourse and he did so with a relatively clear
 purpose: to name and to conceptualize a politico-military practice,
 which had not only made a shocking appearance in the modern world
 but which had also numerous historical antecedents. The merit of
 Lemkin's approach was its relatively well worked-out conceptualiz-
 ation of genocide as a war of national extermination. Its limitation was
 its lack of a sociological framework for understanding genocides,
 modern and ancient. Bauman, as we have seen, has proposed a
 powerful theoretical approach for understanding the modernity of
 the Holocaust, but its merits are balanced by its inappropriateness for
 understanding the history of genocide.

 Precisely such an historical-sociological approach to genocide has
 been proposed by Frank Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn. They suggest
 that we can organize our understanding of the diverse genocidal
 events of history by a typology based on the perpetrators' motives.
 They identify four types of genocide: 1) to eliminate threats; 2) to
 spread terror among enemies; 3) to acquire wealth; 4) to implement
 an ideology (Chalk and Jonassohn 1990: 29).

 This typology recalls Hobbes's classic account of the causes of war.
 According to Hobbes three principal causes of conflict arose from the
 nature of man: competition, diffidence, and glory (Hobbes 1909:
 chapter 13). Competition, Hobbes said, makes men invade for gain.
 They use violence to appropriate other men's persons, wives, children
 and cattle. To this list we should add invasion for gain of land, and the
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 raw materials it contains, for this has been of great importance

 historically. Land and materials may be desired for consumption

 and/or for the more effective conduct of war. Diffidence makes men
 invade for safety, to defend what they have. War and genocide may be

 justified and/or motivated by a real or pretended fear of a real or

 illusory threat. 'Preventive war' is a concept used by war-makers to

 justify their going to war and sometimes by external observers to

 explain it. Geo-political vulnerability is a potent cause of war. The
 desire for glory makes men fight for prestige: for themselves, their

 families, friends or nations. This conception of'glory' suggests a

 fourth cause of violence: revenge. Revenge may be motivated by

 glory, but it is not reducible to it. One may seek revenge to protect

 one's reputation, but revenge may be sweet itself. We can revise the
 Hobbesian account, therefore, by suggesting four causes of war and

 genocide: desire for gain, pre-emptive strike in fear of being attacked,

 desire for prestige, and desire for revenge.

 We can compare this classification with the typology of Chalk and

 Jonassohn. I shall re-arrange the latter to make the comparison

 clearer. The four motives for genocide, according to Chalk and

 Jonassohn, are: 1) to acquire wealth; 2) to eliminate a threat; 3) to

 implement an ideology; 4) to spread terror. The first two are clearly

 quite Hobbesian: gain and diffidence. By the third Chalk and

 Jonassohn refer to utopian ideologies such as Nazism and Commun-

 ism. This adds a fifth motive to the neo-Hobbesian list. Richard

 Gabriel has argued that, whereas non-human animals fight for limited

 and specific objects - females, food and territory - only humans fight

 for such 'mindstuffb as good, evil, God and justice (Gabriel 1990: 12).

 Chalk and Jonassohn acknowledge that the desire to implement a

 political ideology may be mixed with other motives, but once again it is

 not reducible to the others. Their formulation is, however, not wholly

 satisfactory. Genocide for gain, to eliminate a threat, for prestige or

 revenge may all be attempts to implement an ideology. Even in very

 early settled societies land and religion were intimately interrelated, so
 that war for territory was a holy cause. Ideological and other motives

 are therefore not simply empirically mixed but conceptually inter-
 related. What is conceptually and empirically distinct is the desire to

 organize society upon new principles. The violence of the Terror

 during the French Revolution, for example, is to be explained in part
 by 'ideology' in this sense, even though it may have been motivated

 also by the desire to eliminate threats, spread terror etc.4
 Is the desire to spread terror a distinct motive for genocide? Is

 terror an end in itself or a means to gain power over others? Is the
 desire for power a distinct motive for war and genocide? (One cannot,
 of course, exercise power over those one has exterminated, but one

 can exterminate some to exercise power over others.) Hobbes

 considered power to be a means to gain, glory and/or freedom from
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 fear (Hobbes 1909: chapters 1W11). But it may be an end in itself.
 Terror, too, can be both a means and an end, as Chalk and Jonassohn
 imply. If this is so, we have identified seven motives for war and
 genocide: 1) gain; 2) glory; 3) fear; 4) revenge; 5) ideology; 6) power;
 7) terror. These may be mixed and some may be means to others. But
 none is wholly reducible to any other. This list should have explana-
 tory value even if it is not exhaustive.

 Michael Mann has challenged the value of motivational expla-
 nations in political sociology. He assumes that human beings are
 purposive and rational, seeking to increase their enjoyment of the
 good things of life, and capable of choosing and pursuing the
 appropriate means for doing so. These characteristics, he says,
 provide the dynamism of human life and give it a history. They are the
 original source of power. Consequently, social theorists have been
 tempted to proceed further with a motivational model of human
 society. However, Mann argues, the pursuit of goals involves human
 beings in external relations with nature and other human beings.
 Thus, the characteristics of nature and of social relations become
 relevant to, and may indeed structure motivations. They have
 emergent properties of their own. We can take for granted the
 motivational drive of humans to increase their means of subsistence: it
 is a constant. It cannot, therefore, explain social variability. What
 explains the origin of 'civilization', for example, is the opportunity
 presented to a few human groups by flooding, which provided
 ready-fertilized alluvial soil. Constant motivational drives received
 greater environmental help from river valleys, which led to particular
 social responses. Mann concludes that human motivation is irrelevant,
 except that it provided the 'forward drive' of social life. Motivation is
 therefore 'original' but is not possessed of'ultimate primacy'. It
 provides the primary drive for social change, even though specific
 changes are to be explained by motives-in-context.

 As there are many human goals, there are many forms of social
 relations. Sociological theory, according to Mann, 'heroically simpli-
 fies' by selecting relations that are more powerful than others in that
 they influence the nature of other relations. This is not because the
 needs they satisfy are motivationally more powerful than others but
 because they are more effective as means to achieve goals. 'Not ends
 but means give us our point of entry into the question of primacy'.

 Thus we leave the area of goals and needs altogether. For a form of
 power may not be an original human goal at all. If it is a powerful
 means to other goals, it will be sought for itself. It is an emergent need.
 It emerges in the course of need satisfaction (Mann 1986: F6 -
 emphasis Mann's).

 Mann accords sociological primacy to power relations, which are
 means to goals. His claim that we thus leave the area of goals is,
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 however, incorrect, for power, on his account, is intelligible only in
 relation to goals, which are the original source of power. He
 introduces the unhelpful methodological principle of'ultimate pri-
 macy' and poses a false choice between explanations in terms of power
 relations and explanations in terms of motives. Neither alone is
 adequate. Nor, on his account, can we treat motives as constant.
 Motives vary, as do priorities when motives are mixed. Chalk and
 Jonassohn identify four motives that play a significant role in
 genocide. Mann says nothing to weaken this claim, although he rightly
 insists on the importance of power relations.
 Power relations are obviously at the core of genocide. Power is a
 necessary but not a sufficient condition of genocide. The perpetrators
 must be motivated and motivated specifically for genocide. No
 putative constant motivation could explain such a relatively rare
 event. Motives too are necessary but not sufficient: Hitler was
 motivated to exterminate theJews long before he had the power to do
 so. Motives also have to be hermeneutically reconstructed. To
 understand why historical perpetrators committed what we call
 'genocide' we have to understand what they thought they were doing
 and why they thought it was justified. Such conceptions are, however,
 formed in structured situations. As we shall see, the structured
 relations between social groups and their ecologies and those among
 social groups are causes as well as consequences of their interpre-
 tations of the world.
 Chalk and Jonassohn suggest that the study of genocide has been
 neglected because only recently has it shocked the values of contem-
 poraries (Chalk and Jonassohn 1990: 5-8). They agree with Lemkin
 and differ from Bauman in proposing that modernity has produced
 the values that enable us both to make the appropriate moral
 judgments and to construct a scientific analysis of genocide. The
 value-change from brutality to humanitarianism is both a precon-
 dition for constructing genocide as an object of analysis and also an
 element in its explanation. Explanations of genocides perpetrated in
 historical contexts in which they are considered natural or morally
 justified will differ from those of genocides occurring in contexts in
 which they are shocking.5 Bauman is therefore correct to locate his
 explanation of the Holocaust in the context of modern society but, in
 doing so, he must, of course, employ modern forms of analysis.

 The surviving texts of ancient societies record many massacres and
 apparent genocides. There are, however, two main problems of
 . .
 nterpretlng t nese reports.

 The first is that they were often exaggerations or lies for the
 purposes of official propaganda. The makers of the texts may have
 intended to flatter their rulers, impress their peoples and/or terrify
 their enemies (Chalk and Jonassohn 1990: 59-60; Hobbs 1989:
 192-3; Liverani 1990: 179). The second problem is that, even if we
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 have no reason to doubt the veracity of the report, we still have to 215
 grasp its meaning. thalk and Jonassohn note that the fate of the
 victims is often unclear. When the record tells us that a people was
 destroyed, we cannot be certain whether we should understand it
 literally or whether we should interpret 'people' to mean 'significant
 people', such as leaders and fighters (Chalk andJonassohn 1990: 58,
 61). In other words, we may not be able to distinguish, from the
 records of antiquity, brutal wars from genocides. None the less, Chalk
 and Jonassohn believe that genocide was a common event in the
 ancient world for four reasons: 1) many peoples have disappeared; 2)
 reports of extermination are common; 3) ancient religions commonly
 commanded their adherents to exterminate non-believers and enem-
 ies; 4) modern archaeology has revealed many destroyed cities (Chalk
 andJonassohn 1990: 64).

 Lemkin, in constructing the concept 'genocide', interpreted Nazism
 as the reversion by a modern state to primitive barbarism. The
 modern form of genocide was perpetrated by the bureaucratic state,
 as Bauman also holds. But for Lemkin the most primitive form of
 genocide was the tribal war of extermination. This conception is
 'primitive' in both the analytical and the historical senses. Analytically,
 genocide is the attempt by one 'tribe' to exterminate another, whether
 the perpetrator tribe be stateless or organized by modern centralized
 power. Lemkin's historical thesis is, however, misleading. In certain
 important respects genocide is not barbarous, i.e. uncivilized warfare.
 Genocide is a distinctively civilized activity. In this Bauman is correct.
 Bauman is incorrect, however, in believing that civilized genocide is
 distinctively modern. To see this, it is necessary to recover the origins
 of genocide.

 3. TRIBAL WARS, NATION-STATES AND IMPERIALISM

 The archaeological record is usually read as telling us that for most of
 human history humans lived with little fighting and no warfare. In a
 world of small nomadic families and clans both the motives and the
 means for warfare were slight. Perhaps one of the earliest causes of
 war was a process of over-population, whereby a group exhausted or
 outgrew the resources of its ecological niche, migrated and came into
 conflict with another group which controlled the resources it needed
 (Mann 1986: 46). However, in a spacious world there was little cause
 for protracted conflict between rival groups over scarce resources.
 When 'primitive' tribal warfare occurred, it was generally limited and
 mainly ritualistic. The invention of settled agriculture increased the
 size of human groups and provided motives for war, such as raiding,
 territorial defence and the capture of slaves. The identification of a
 human group with a settled territory acquired a religious significance.
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 The production of an agricultural surplus made possible various
 non-productive classes: rulers, land-owning aristocrats, priests and
 warriors. Rulers might be gods or priests or warriors, or some
 combination of these. The proto-nation-state was forming. The gods
 might command the defence of the nation-state and the destruction of
 its enemies (Gabriel 1990: 21-6,30-7).
 Settlement and division of labour generated trade, which, as it
 developed, became vulnerable to banditry. Mann points out that,
 although trade might be pioneered by non-state agents (merchants), it
 became an important interest of their home societies, so that its
 protection became a state concern. The early militaristic state,
 therefore, had as one of its goals the protection of its trade routes. As
 states expanded imperialistically, they developed both the need and
 the resources for the military protection of trade (Mann 1986: 131,
 132, 148). According to Mann, it is not only the case that trade
 generated militaristic, imperialistic activity, but also that imperial
 order could generate the stable conditions for the further develop-
 ment of economic production and exchange. Thus imperialism could
 be productive as well as destructive (Mann 1986: 153, 154, 23X5).
 Stable empires were constructed by war (which might include geno-
 cide), but they could also establish domains of order, which could
 impose some normative regulation of warfare (Mann 1986: 91,201).
 The protection of trade was, however, by no means the only motive
 for imperialism. Power and glory were ends at least partially indepen-
 dent of economic gain to which the development of the militaristic
 state might be the means. Tribal warfare might lead to nation-state
 building as one tribe successfully dominated its neighbours and
 expanded its dominion, and nation-state warfare might lead similarly
 to empire-construction. Many goals of imperialism are incompatible
 with genocide (most notably, economic exploitation), but others are
 not (for example, removal of perceived threats or of obstacles to
 territorial expansion) and genocide of particular peoples may be a
 'rational' (goal-serving) part of an imperialist project, whatever the
 motives of the latter. Imperialism therefore is necessarily subjugatory
 and may be genocidal (Mann 1986: 26, 57, 93, 10s1; Gabriel 1990:
 26-7,69-70; Liverani 1990: 129).
 The historical and anthropological records strongly suggest, there-

 fore, that the frequency organization and destructiveness of warfare
 increased substantially with permanent settlement and with civiliz-
 ation. All civilizations of recorded history have engaged in highly
 organized and bloody warfare (Mann 1986: 48). Civilization (division
 of labour, urbanization, technological development, literacy etc.)
 generates power. Thus Lemkin's identification of genocide with
 'primitive' tribal warfare may be misleading. Even if nomadic tribes
 have been motivated to perpetrate genocide against other tribes,
 Mann suggests that wars of conquest generally require considerable
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 social organization by both conquerors and conquered. Thus social
 stratification and the state may be preconditions of highly destructive
 wars and genocides.

 Mann's argument about the relation between war-making and
 state-formation is, however, not entirely consistent. He suggests that
 kings originated as war leaders (Mann 1986: 99,131). He also suggests
 that, when barbarians attacked civilized societies, stateless military
 organizations might engage in conquest and 'such a military organiz-
 ation often led to the first emergence of a state among the barbarians'.
 Yet he also argues that the initial emergence of the state preceded
 conquest warfare (Mann 1986: 55-7). Nevertheless, his principal
 argument is that the need for more effective means of defence and
 attack encouraged state-formation and that the drive to greater
 military efficiency contributed to the transformation from feudalism
 to the centralized state (Mann 1986: 18, 58). Mann allows, therefore,
 both that states make wars and that wars carried out by stateless
 groups lead to state-formation. The Old Testament tells a story of
 genocidal war carried out by stateless tribes who came to form a state
 as their power and that of their enemies grew, and, although the
 historical truth of this story is uncertain, it suggests the possibility of
 genocidal war by stateless tribes.

 States therefore usually, stateless tribes sometimes are the per-
 petrators of genocide. Who are the victims? By definition, the victims
 are 'peoples'. But what is a 'people'? Not all human groups are
 peoples. Nor are peoples 'natural' (spontaneously formed). Peoples
 are ideologically constructed. Genocide is likely to result from a
 double construction of 'peoples': a perpetrator-people commits geno-
 cide against a victim-people. Mann points out that ideologies of
 nationhood are sources of power. Nations are not necessarily militaris-
 tic nor armies necessarily nationalistic, but there is an affinity between
 the solidarity of nationhood and the solidarity of warfare (Mann 1986:
 24,43,54,90,166,235,236).

 Ideology also shapes warfare in the form of religion. In ancient
 societies the ideological formations of gods, rulers, states and peoples
 are not easily distinguishable. The tribal or national gods, the state and
 its ruler, and the people often formed a relatively cohesive ideological
 construct: gods were warriors, gods ordered wars, gods intervened in
 wars, gods were rulers and protectors, rulers were gods, nation or
 empire and its gods were identified with each other. Gods were
 invoked as justification for (indeed as commanding) warfare, which
 might be imperialistic and more or less genocidal (Mann 1986: 47,88;
 Chalk and Jonassohn 1990: 64; Olmstead 1923: 26-7, 66-7, 103-4;
 Liverani 1979: 301,31>1; Saggs 1965: 104,110,11X7,181).

 Machiavelli suggested that violent destruction is often a means to
 political construction. As rulers seek to establish, restore, maintain or
 increase the power of their political communities, they encounter
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 resistance from others. Ruthless elimination of such resistance is often
 the most prudent policy. The two main political construction projects
 of history have been the nation-state and the empire, and the enemies
 who stand in the way of such projects may be external or internal.
 Many of the events that have been identified as genocide have been
 imperial-external (as in the campaigns of Genghis Khan), or national-
 internal (as in Cambodia during the Khmer Rouge regime) or both (as
 in the Nazi case). However, both these distinctions are open to
 question, in that nation-states and empires are not always distinguish-
 able (e.g., the relation of the USSR to the Baltic republics) and
 genocidal wars may be fought because the combatants dispute the
 internal-external border (e.g., the wars between the USA and native
 American tribes). Yet locating the explanation of genocide in the
 context of political construction not only helps us to understand its
 motivation and its justifying ideologies but also shows how various
 forms of domination - extermination, subjugation, deportation,
 assimilation- may serve a similar purpose and how each may have a
 'genocidal' quality even though it differs from the others. Total
 exterminations are rare, but massacres are common means to the ends
 of subjugation and deportation, and assimilation is often a very
 destructive process (Liverani 1990: 127-9, 13840, 1434). Extermi-
 nation is therefore one means to the end of political construction.
 Such projects may involve real conflicts of interest between peoples,
 for example competing claims to land, or conflicts that are ideologi-
 cally constructed, for example when the perpetrators of genocide
 deem their victims to be unfit to participate in the new order.

 4. ANCIENT GENOCIDE

 The proposition that genocide is associated with civilization may be an
 artificial construct of our methodology if we define 'civilization' in
 terms of literacy and look to written records for the origin of genocide.
 We know very little about unrecorded wars of extermination, the
 unwritten archaeological record being very recalcitrant to interpre-
 tation. Yet the Lemkin thesis associates genocide with barbarism,
 barbarism with tribal war, and civilization with the rule of law. There is
 no vicious circularity in showing that we find cases of genocide in the
 earliest recorded societies characterized by literacy, city-state politics,
 and complex social, economic and political organization. If we
 interpret the transformation from 'barbarism' to 'civilization' in terms
 of increasing cultural and social complexity and power, then the
 hypothesis that this transformation was associated with the humaniz-
 ation of warfare is false.

 The story begins in the ancient Near East. Prior to the third
 millenium B.C. Mesopotamia was relatively peaceful. From the
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 beginning of the third millenium wars became more common (Kang 219
 1989: 11-3). Sargon of Akkad conquered Sumer around 2310 B.C.
 and ruled it until his death around 2273 B.C. In Sumer his violence
 was selective and limited by tradition, destroying city walls but not
 cities. He left some Sumerian rulers in their places. In Syria he was
 more ruthless and boasted of the destruction he wrought. Mann
 identifies his motives as economic (acquisition of natural and human,
 i.e. slave resources and protection of trade) and political (destruction
 of rival states and terrorization of enemies). If opponents resisted,
 they might be killed or enslaved. If they surrendered, they might be
 pillaged and their walls destroyed. Defeated enemies were often
 converted into allies. The difficult logistics of ancient warfare mo-
 tivated attackers to finish confrontations with their enemies quickly,
 by incentives, coercion or destruction. The threat or perpetration of
 genocide, in the form of the destruction of cities, constituted an
 economy of violence, not in the sense of minimizing violence, but in
 that of maximizing the efficiency of conquest (Mann 1986: 133, 135,
 141, 151, 232, 234). At the end of the third millenium the political
 power of Sumer was overthrown when the Third Dynasty of Ur
 succumbed to Amorite invaders and the Elamites from southern
 Persia sacked the capital and slaughtered its inhabitants (Saggs 1965:
 37).

 H. W. F. Saggs has suggested that the violence of the most notorious
 of the early empires, that of Assyria, was exaggerated by the Assyrians
 themselves in order to terrorize their enemies and facilitate their
 conquests, and that this exaggeration has been reproduced by modern
 scholars (Saggs 1965: 122-3). Mann believes that the Assyrians did
 indeed conquer by terroristic threats and occasional ruthless militar-
 ism (Mann 1986: 234). Gabriel concurs.

 The Assyrian empire was no easy empire to govern. In an age of
 primitive communications it was widely scattered and, in some
 places, was geographically isolated by mountain ranges and deserts.
 It was, moreover, comprised of conquered peoples with strong
 nationalist feelings often tied to local religious, tribal, and blood
 loyalties. The Assyrians mastered the administration of this state
 through the use of a modern bureaucracy, the establishment of a
 system of provinces, the use of auxiliary armies, deportation, and
 the ruthless use of police and military terror backed by an efficient
 intelligence system. (Gabriel 1990: 5940)

 Saggs also explains Assyrian militarism by the geo-political pressures
 to which it was subjected.

 Situated in northern Mesopotamia on the open plains immediately
 south of the great mountain ranges of Armenia, the people of
 Assyria had borne the brunt of the pressure generated by Indo-
 European peoples on the move in the steppes of Russia.... Assyria
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 was for a time actually a vassal of Mitanni, and in the following
 centuries, up to about 1000 B.C., it was to be subject to constant
 pressure from Aramaean peoples in the region to the west. The
 human response to this continual pressure was the development of
 a sturdy warlike people prepared to fight ruthlessly for their
 existence. (Saggs 1965: 42,120)

 Assyrian warfare was probably extremely cruel and destructive, but
 whether it was genocidal is uncertain. Sargon, after his defeat of
 Urartu and Zikirtu, is reported to have said: 'the rest of the people,
 who had fled to save their lives, I let go free to glorify the victory of
 Assur, my lord' (Saggs 1963: 148-50). The official narratives of
 Ashur-nasir-apal describe ferocious devastation, but record the king
 as declaring that 'in the lands which I have subdued I have appointed
 governors, service, labour, and serfdom I inflicted upon them'
 (Olmstead 1923: 97). The Assyrians anticipated the Romans in
 employing conquered peoples as slave labourers and as auxiliary
 troops (Gabriel 1990: 60). Imperialism cannot be at the same time
 exterminatory and exploitative. It can, however, be destructive and
 exploitative. The Assyrians may have perpetrated subjugatory mass-
 acres but not extermination. Destruction of cities was common. The
 records are not always clear whether this was accompanied by
 genocide. It does appear to have been a form of cultural genocide
 (Olmstead 1923: 2954).
 It is therefore not certain whether the Assyrians committed

 genocide in the stricter Lemkinian sense (i.e. extermination of
 peoples) but they did commit acts that were genocidal in the looser
 sense that Lemkin also employed (i.e. destruction of alien ways of life),
 and these they recorded and justified (Liverani 1990). The Assyrians
 made imperialistic war in the rational pursuit of economic and
 political gain, but their endeavours were endorsed by a god of
 slaughter. Rational, national and religious interests were fused in the
 cause of conquest and destruction (Mann 1986: 157, 236). Mario
 Liverani has suggested that imperialistic ideology was a necessary
 supplement to the practical motives of power and economic gain. This
 ideology was based on the opposition of the centre, which was known,
 normal, orderly and reassuring, and the periphery, which was
 unknown, abnormal, chaotic and hostile. The periphery existed in
 natural subordination to the centre. To confirm this subordination,
 the centre must undertake the heroic task of conquering the periph-
 ery, the project of the 'difficult path'. Imperialism was therefore the
 triumph of order over chaos. According to Assyrian ideology,
 imperialist war was carried out by civilization against barbarism, a
 theme that prefigured later imperialisms. The Assyrians were for
 themselves normal, comprehensible and human, whereas foreigners
 were strange, incomprehensible and sub-human enemies. Assyrians
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 constituted a sacred community; outside this community was unholy
 disorder. Liverani interprets this ideology as genocidal. The inter-
 action of the sacred and the Other must lead to the elimination of the
 latter, either by physical destruction or by forcible cultural assimi-
 lation. Submission permitted the incorporation of the alien into the
 sacred community, albeit in a subordinate position. Rebellion, on the
 other hand, was sinful, mad, unnatural. Thus the submissive might be
 spared while the rebellious must be destroyed. Imperial conquest was
 a reconstruction: alien people and peripheral lands were recon-
 structed to become integrated into the sacred order (Liverani 1979:
 299,301,302,30S12; 1990: Part Two).

 Assyria finally fell to the Medes and the Babylonians between 614
 and 608 B.C. Its cities were destroyed in what appears to have been a
 genocidal rebellion. Assyria disappeared from history in what may
 have been a case of 'genocide from below' (Mann 1986: 237).

 5. CONCLUSIONS

 Bauman has emphasized the modernity of genocide. Lemkin saw
 Nazism as a reversion to ancient barbarism. What does our knowledge
 of ancient warfare tell us about civilization, genocide and modernity?
 A. T. Olmstead believed that 'the Assyrians were no worse than other
 imperialists and differed from them only in being more honest'
 (Olmstead 1923: viii). He also held that war transcended the savaget
 civilized distinction because all war was savage (Olmstead 1923:
 64S9). I have proposed that war transcends the savagetcivilized
 distinction in a different sense: there is savage war and there is
 civilized war, but civilized war may be more destructive.

 Stuart Hampshire has suggested, in a sympathetic discussion of
 Machiavelli, that civilization has spread through the most brutal
 violence and that it is naive to associate, as Lemkin did, civilization and
 humanitarianism (Hampshire 1989). This neo-Machiavellian view
 finds favour among some Assyriologists. In Olmstead's judgment, for
 example, the Assyrians were not so much wolves of war but, like the
 Romans, shepherd-dogs of civilization (Olmstead 1923: 654).

 What are the implications of these views for Bauman's argument
 that Nazism was an expression of modern civilization and Lemkin's
 proposition that it was a reversion to barbarism? Nazi imperialism was
 the carrier of a culture which Bauman shows was more modern than
 we have recognized and yet which, in the words of the UN Universal
 Declaration of Human Rights, 'outraged the conscience of mankind'.
 The study of ancient warfare and genocide shows, however, that both
 Bauman and Lemkin are partly mistaken: Bauman in insisting upon
 the modernity of genocide and Lemkin in insisting upon dissociating
 it from civilization. There are striking similarities between the ancient
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 and modern practice of warfare, notwithstanding the enormous
 technological advances of modern times. It is constitutive of civiliz-
 ation that political life has its source in urban centres. Whether war be
 fought for gain, diffidence, glory or some other motive, the disabling
 of enemy cities is a strategic imperative. From almost the earliest
 recorded times to the siege of Sarajevo in the post-Yugoslav war the

 destruction of cities has been a primary object of warfare. The
 bombing of Dresden, Hiroshima and Nagasaki in the Second World
 War seems to have been motivated by goals similar to those of the great
 urban slaughters of history: to destroy, to kill, to terrorize in order to
 conquer the more efficiently. Lemkin identified genocide with ancient
 tribal warfare. Fifty years later a genocidal war has been taking place
 in Europe. Bauman is certainly correct to tell us that civilization,

 modernity and genocide are compossible. Lemkin reminds us that the
 modern is not in all respects radically novel. Genocidal social
 engineering has a long history.

 However, one important difference between Assyria and the
 former Yugoslavia should be noted. The Assyrians celebrated their
 killings. Modern culture, in the face of genocide, is weak, vacillating,
 collaborationist, shocked, guilty and ineffectually humanitarian. The
 historical-sociological study of genocide reveals important structural

 and motivational similarities throughout millenia of social change. If
 Liverani's analysis of imperialist ideology is correct, there are even
 important structural similarities between the Assyrian and Nazi

 genocidal discourses, notwithstanding the uniqueness and historical
 specificity of the latter. The sociology of genocide tells a story of
 continuity amid difference. One important change, however, is the

 way we tell the story and our reasons for telling it. There was no
 sociology of genocide in Assyria. This fact can be explained sociologi-
 cally. The values of our society require that we develop such a
 sociology. Bauman's argument is therefore partly self-refuting. His
 sociology of the Holocaust is a distinctively modern cultural response
 to a practice that, as the UN declared in the preamble to its Genocide
 Convention, has inflicted great losses on humanity at all periods of
 history.

 (Date accepted: April 1994) Michael Freeman
 Department of Government

 Essex University

 NOTES

 1. The emphasis is Bauman's. AIDS 'genocide'. For the alleged US 'drug

 2. US protesters against the failure of genocide', see Simon Tisdall, 'The Dream
 their government adequately to address that Turned Sour', The Guardian, 25
 the AIDS problem have referred to the Januaryl990.Thefree-marketpoliciesof
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 President Boris Yeltsin of Russia were

 described as 'economic genocide' by
 Alexander Rutskoi when he was Vice-
 President.

 3. The pioneering work was Irving

 Louis Horowitz, Genocide: State Power and
 Mass Murder, New Brunswick, Trans-
 action Books, 1976. Also very influential
 was Leo Kuper, Genocide, Harmonds-
 worth, Penguin, 1981. For a useful
 survey, see Helen Fein, Genocide: A
 Sociologzcal Perspective, London, Sage,
 1993.

 4. For an argument linking the Terror

 of the French Revolution with genocide,
 see Reynald Secher, Le Genocide Franco-
 Francais: La Vendee-Venge, Paris, Presses

 Universitaires de France, 1989. For a
 critique of this thesis, see Charles Tilly,
 'State and Counterrevolution in France',
 in Ferenc Feher (ed.) The French Revol-
 ution and the Birth of Modernity, Berkeley,
 University of California Press, 1990:
 5843.

 5. For a discussion of this value

 change, see John Mueller, 'Changing
 Attitudes Towards War: The Impact of
 the First World War', British Journal of
 Political Science 21, 1991: 1-28.
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